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Abstract

This contribution focuses on the b ! a variant selection observed for a Zircaloy-4 rod, heated to the b transus, in
presence (or not) of an axial tensile stress. The microstructures and the local textures of the a inherited phase have been
characterized with crystal orientation maps. A specific processing of the data has been applied to distinguish on the

maps, the colonies belonging to the same b grain and to deduce the parent grain orientations. The b grains were mainly
oriented around the Æ1 1 1ækAD fiber and had preferentially transformed into different a variants belonging to the

Æ1 1.0ækAD fiber. This variant selection is responsible for the sharp texture of the Zircaloy-4 rod after a treatment in the

b field. Applying a stress at heating, reduces the b texture sharpness as well as the b ! a variant selection. The origin of
the variant selection mechanism is discussed and a variant selection model, based on the elastic anisotropy of the parent

phase is applied to predict the variants favored by the transformation.

� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Zircaloy-4 (Zy-4) is widely used as fuel cladding

material for nuclear pressurized water reactors (PWR).

In the event of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), the

temperature and the internal pressure of the cladding

tubes rapidly increase and the Zy-4 material can un-

dergo the a ! b ! a phase transformation in presence
of stress [1,2]. The interaction between such a mechan-

ical loading and the phase transformations strongly

influences the resulting material behavior.
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In previous works [3,4], this interaction has been

investigated for various thermomechanical tests. In

particular, an axial tensile stress was applied to a Zy-4

rod, during the a ! b transformation, to study its effect
on the material behavior. The subsequent b ! a trans-
formation at cooling was free of stress. The thermome-

chanical tests clearly pointed out the existence of

transformation plasticity when the a ! b transforma-

tion occurred under stress, as well as creep of the b
phase. Some effects on the a inherited microstructures

and textures have also been reported. In particular, the

analysis of the a inherited textures showed a variant

selection in the b ! a phase transformation which de-

creases when stress were applied at heating.

In this contribution, this variant selection is analyzed

considering local texture measurements. The a inherited
microstructures were characterized with orientation
ed.
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maps obtained by electron back scattered diffrac-

tion (EBSD). Thanks to a specific processing of the

orientation data, the variants formed in each parent b
grain during the b ! a transformation have been iden-
tified and used to calculate the parent grain orientations.

Therefrom the b texture can be evaluated and used to

analyze the variant selection phenomenon.
2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Material and thermomechanical treatment

The material and the thermomechanical treatment

have been detailed in [4]. The 6 mm diameter and 30 mm

length samples were taken from the core of a Zy-4 rod.

The axial direction (AD) of each sample corresponds to

the AD of the rod. The heat treatment for a complete

a ! b ! a phase transformation sequence was carried

out at 1000 �C in secondary vacuum, with heating and

cooling rates of 10 �C/s.
In this investigation, two samples are considered.

Sample A has been heat treated without applied

stress. In the case of sample B, a controlled tensile stress

of 8.2 MPa was applied parallel to AD during the

heating step and removed after the temperature of 1000

�C was reached.

After the b treatment, both samples exhibit a classical
microstructure inherited from the b ! a transformation
and characterized by Widmanst€atten a colonies.
2.2. Electron back scattered diffraction analysis

The EBSD technique was used to characterize the

local texture inherited from the b ! a phase transfor-

mation. Orientation imaging of samples A and B was

conducted fully automatically in a LEO 440 SEM

equipped with the HKL EBSD software. For each

sample, six EBSD maps covering each 900 · 750 lm
were collected with a step size of 2.5 lm (corresponding

to the size of a Widmanst€atten lamella). In consequence,
the orientations of a large number of colonies have been

measured, even the colonies appearing very small on the

observed surface. The a colonies can easily be distin-

guished on the orientation map as they correspond to

domains characterized by more or less the same orien-

tation. Of course, with the used step size, the lamella

structure inside the a colonies is not revealed on the

orientation map.

The resulting orientation data sets were processed

according to the method proposed in [5]. First of

all, specific a misorientation maps were built to sys-

tematically identify the a colonies inherited from the

same parent b grain. Further, when at least 2 or 3

variants can be identified as inherited from the same a
parent b grain, its orientation was determined as de-

scribed in [5–7].

The orientations of the large number of a colonies

observed were used to evaluate the orientation distri-

bution function (ODF) of the a inherited phase. The

ODF was calculated with a superposition of gaussian

functions centered on each orientation. The latter was

obtained by averaging all the measurements inside a

colony. Each gaussian function was weighted by the

volume fraction of the colony considered. One can re-

mark that the texture of sample A and B had already

been characterized in [4]. In this work, the orientations

data had also been obtained using the EBSD technique.

However, the experimental working conditions slightly

differed. In [4], one used an automatic displacement of

the stage and a large step size (without having for

objective to build an orientation map) whereas in the

present work, large orientation maps were acquired. It is

to notice that both experimental working conditions

lead to the same evaluation of the a inherited textures.
This shows in both cases, the statistical reliability of the

measured orientations.
3. Experimental results

The results of the EBSD analysis are given for sample

A in Figs. 1 and 2, and for sample B in Figs. 3 and 4.

Figs. 1 and 3 show for each sample, one of the six ori-

entation maps acquired and the corresponding {0 0.2}

and {1 1.0} pole projections. The a texture deduced from
all the orientations measured, is represented by means of

the {0 0.2} and {1 1.0} pole figures, respectively in Figs.

2 and 4, for sample A and B.

3.1. Textures of the a inherited phase

Both samples exhibit a nearly axisymmetric fiber

texture around the rod axis. Two fiber components can

be distinguished: a main Æ1 1.0ækAD fiber (~c axes at 90�
from AD) and a minor fiber component corresponding

to the orientations of a crystallites having their~c axes at
about 30� from AD. It can be noticed that the a textures
of both samples are similar in terms of orientation

density localization. However, they show some differ-

ences in the texture sharpness and in terms of relative

maximal density of each fiber. In fact, the maximum of

the ODF has decreased from 12 (sample A) to 9 (sample

B), whereas the texture index has decreased from 4 to

2.4. This mainly corresponds to a decrease of orientation

density around the Æ1 1.0ækAD fiber, as seen in Figs. 1

and 3. The minor fiber component, corresponding to the

orientations of a crystallites having their~c axes at about
30� from AD, has an intensity of the same order for both

samples (see the corresponding density levels in the pole

figures).



Fig. 2. {0 0.2} and {1 1.0} pole figures of the a inherited phase –
sample A.

Fig. 1. Crystal orientation map of sample A and the corre-

sponding {0 0.2}/{1 1.0} pole projections. The color of each

pixel in the map is related to the measured orientation

according to the color key given by the pole projections. The

color key of the frontier lines between neighboring pixels allows

to recognize a colonies inherited with a high probability from

the same parent b grain (white lines) and the parent b grain

boundaries (black and grey lines) – more details in the text.
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3.2. Orientation mapping of the a inherited phase

The maps shown in Figs. 1 and 3 contain information

about the orientations of each measurement point and

the misorientations between them. The color of each

pixel in the map is related to the corresponding mea-

sured orientation, whereas the frontier lines between

adjacent pixels reveal specific misorientation between

them.

The pixels colored in light grey reveal the orienta-

tions belonging to the Æ1 1.0ækAD fiber (~c axes at 90�
from AD). Those colored in dark grey reveal the ori-

entations belonging to the second fiber with the~c axes at
about 30� from AD (see the color key on the pole pro-

jection).

The color key of the frontier lines between pixels

allows to distinguish the colonies inherited from the

same b grain. In fact, a detailed analysis of the Burgers
orientation relation shows that the a colonies related to
the same parent grain are characterized by a limited

number of misorientations between them. These mis-

orientations, listed in Table 1, are used in Figs. 1 and 3
to recognize these coupled variants on the ESBP map.

The white lines characterize the misorientations between

adjacent pixels close to one of the theoretical misorien-

tations given in Table 1 (with a tolerance of 5�). In this
way, they exhibit adjacent colonies inherited with a high

probability from the same parent. On the other hand,

when the misorientation between adjacent pixels differs

from those listed in Table 1, the corresponding colonies

are obviously inherited from two different grains. These

misorientations reveal the parent b grain boundaries.

They are displayed by black and grey lines: The line is

black when the corresponding misorientation angle is

higher then 3� and grey when the corresponding mis-

orientation angle is between 1� and 3�. Thus, the grey
lines reveal a colonies being slightly misoriented and for
which it is often difficult to know if they are inherited

from the same parent grain or not. In this case, it is

necessary to analyze the orientation of each colony with

its neighborhood and find out with which neighboring b
grain, its orientation is related.

The analysis of the a colonies inherited grain per grain
shows that most of the parent b grains transform into

several different variants, during the b ! a transforma-
tion. On the visible section of the b grains, one can often
distinguish between 4 and 6 colonies characterized by

different orientations. However, in each parent grain, the

inherited colonies belong preferentially to the Æ1 1.0ækAD
fiber. This trend clearly appears for both samples as seen



Table 1

Specific misorientations between a colonies inherited from a

same b grain (n corresponds to one of the symmetrically

equivalent rotation axe)

x ~n

10�529 ~c ¼ ½00:1�
60� ~a2 ¼ ½�12:0�
60�832 ~d1 at 80�97 from~c in ð~d3;~cÞ plane
63�262 ~d2 at 72�73 from~c in ð~a2;~cÞ plane
90� ~d3 at 5�26 from ~a2 in basal plane

Fig. 4. {0 0.2} and {1 1.0} pole figures of the a inherited phase –
sample B.

Fig. 3. Crystal orientation map of sample B and the corre-

sponding {0 0.2}/{1 1.0} pole projections. The color of each

pixel in the map is related to the measured orientation

according to the color key given by the pole projections. The

color key of the frontier lines between neighboring pixels allows

to recognize a colonies inherited with a high probability from
the same parent b grain (white lines) and the parent b grain

boundaries (black and grey lines) – more details in the text.
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in Figs. 1 and 3. However, the proportion of variants

belonging to this fiber differs. In fact, the analysis of all

the acquired EBSD maps shows that for sample A, 75%

of the a colonies were at 25� from the Æ1 1.0ækAD fiber,

whereas they were only 60% for sample B.

3.3. Evaluation of the b textures

The knowledge of the parent grain orientations is of

importance to discuss the selective transformation of the

a colonies belonging to the Æ1 1.0ækAD fiber. As already

discussed in [6,7], the orientation of a parent b grain can
be deduced from correlations between the inherited

variants. This kind of calculation has been applied to the

EBSD data of samples A and B. Thanks to the specific

maps given in Figs. 1 and 3, the colonies belonging to

the same parent grain could be identified and used to

calculate the parent orientation. For each sample, about

250 b orientations could be calculated and used to assess
the parent textures.

Fig. 5 shows for each sample, the {1 0 0}/{1 1 1} pole

figures calculated from these individual b orientations.

The b textures are mainly characterized by strong den-
sities around the Æ1 1 1ækAD fiber. Few b grains belong
to a minor Æ1 0 0ækAD component. According to the

statistical reliability of these orientations, it is difficult to

discuss the texture more quantitatively. However, one

notices that the b texture of sample B, heated under

stress, is less sharp than that of sample A (as for the a
texture inherited from the b ! a transformation).

These textures had also been evaluated in [4] from the

global textures of the a inherited phase, thanks to a

specific restitution method [8]. One has to remember

that, in the case of variant selection in the b ! a
transformation, this method gives only qualitative

information about the parent texture. However, the b
textures calculated either with local correlations between

a variants or with the global restitution method, show

the same tendency.



Fig. 5. {1 0 0} and {1 1 1} pole figures of the parent b phase for sample A and B.
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3.4. Characterization of b ! a variant selection

To study the variant selection, it can be considered in

a first approximation, that the b texture is mainly

characterized by the Æ1 1 1ækAD fiber. Any parent b
grain belonging to this fiber, can give rise to 12 variants,

according to the Burgers orientation relation. These

variants can be arranged as follows:

Set 1: 6 a variants belonging to the Æ1 1.0ækAD fiber.

Set 2: 6 a variants with the c axes at about 35� from AD.

An example is given in Fig. 6 for the parent b ori-

entation characterized by (90�, 55�, 45�) Euler angles.
If no variant selection takes place during the trans-

formation of such grains, one should observe 50% of a
colonies belonging to set 1 and 50% to set 2. However,

the EBSD maps of the a inherited phase clearly show

that the variants of set 1 are favored during the b ! a
transformation. Their volume fraction is of 75% for

sample A and of 60% for sample B. This confirms that
the sharp Æ1 1.0ækAD fiber component of the a inherited
texture is the result of a variant selection phenomenon.

This variant selection is relatively sharp when no stress is

applied. Applying a tensile stress at heating reduces the

sharpness of the b texture as well as the variant selection
at cooling.
4. Discussion of the variant selection mechanism

4.1. Thermodynamic aspects of the transformation

In the analyzed case, phase transformation occurs

under similar conditions i.e. same cooling law and no

applied stress. Therefore the free energy variation due

the nucleation of an a grain within the b phase com-

prises three main contributions:

• A volume free energy reduction V Dgchemb–a related to

the creation of an a inclusion X of volume V ;
Dgchemb–a is the chemical free energy (Gibbs energy)



{100} {110}

(a) specific parent β orientation
belonging to the <111>//AD fibre

(b) corresponding inherited α orientations

{00.2} {11.0}

: set 1 : set 2

AD

AD

Fig. 6. Characteristic pole projection of the potential variants

inherited from the b orientation characterized by (90�, 55�, 45�)
Euler angles.
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variation associated with the transformation from b
to a per unit volume.

• A free energy increase SDgintb–a due to the creation of

an interface S between the a inclusion X and the b
matrix. Dgintb–a is the interface energy per unit area.

• A positive misfit strain energy Dgdefb–a per unit volume

of the a phase due to the fact that the transformed

volume does not perfectly match the initial volume

occupied by the matrix. This term is often estimated

using Eshelby’s inclusion approach, therefore its va-

lue is dependent on the volume of the nucleus.

This leads to the total free energy change:

DGb–a ¼ V Dgchemb–a þ SDgintb–a þ V Dgdefb–a: ð1Þ

The morphology and orientation of the new phase is

resulting from this global balance. Some preferential

orientation can be associated with anisotropy in the

interface energy, or anisotropy in the misfit strain en-

ergy. In the following, we were particularly interested by

the role of the misfit strain energy Dgdefb–a which varies

according to the selected variant in the transformation.

In fact, the nucleation of a given variant implies a spe-

cific transformation strain etr leading to an increase of
the elastic strain energy. The strain energy for each a
variant depends on its orientation and the elastic

behavior of the new phase as well as the one of the

parent phase. Moreover any anisotropy in the elastic

behavior of the new or the parent phase will lead to

changes in the elastic strain energy.

Due to the symmetry of the parent phase, a re-

stricted number of 12 differently oriented a nuclei

(variant) can develop within a single b crystal. Thus, a

specific positive misfit strain energy Dgdefb–a corresponds

to each of these 12 nuclei. As physically the transfor-

mation takes place providing that it reduces the maxi-

mum the total free energy of the system, it can be

assumed that the variants which are preferentially se-

lected in the transformation process, are those associ-

ated with the smallest positive misfit strain energy

Dgdefb–a. This means that the surface energy is taken as

constant for all cases.

4.2. Calculation of the misfit elastic strain energy related

to a variant

The calculation of the misfit elastic strain energy has

been performed owing to the well known ‘equivalent

inclusion method’ due to Mura [9]. Application of this

method to phase transformation was exposed in a pre-

vious paper [10].

By using the concept of eigenstrain, the method

simulates the stress and the stress disturbance caused by

an inclusion X of elastic constants C	
ijkl (inhomogeneous

inclusion) within an infinite matrix of elastic constants

Cijkl. The inclusion X of elastic constants C	
ijkl is substi-

tuted by an inclusion X of the same elastic constants Cijkl

as the matrix with an eigenstrain e	mn which causes the
equivalent stress disturbance (due to the difference in

elastic behavior between the matrix and the inclusion).

The eigenstrain e	mn is chosen so as to satisfy the fol-

lowing relation (Relation 22.13.11 of Ref. [9]):

r	
ij ¼ C	

ijklðSklmnðe	mn þ etrmnÞ 
 etrklÞ
¼ Cijkl Sklmnðe	mn

�
þ etrmnÞ 
 ðe	kl þ etrklÞ

�
; ð2Þ

where r	
ij is the homogeneous internal stress in the

inclusion and etrij is the transformation strain. The

quantities Sklmn, characterizing the Eshelby tensor are

shape dependent. They require the calculation of

Green’s functions and were calculated according to [9].

e	mn is deduced from the right sides of relation (2). The

stress r	
ij can then be calculated as well as the misfit

elastic strain energy density Dgdefb–a noted for a sake of

simplicity w	:

w	 ¼ 
 1
2
r	
ij � etrij : ð3Þ

Thus, the elastic strain energy density required for the

nucleation of a variant, oriented Dg0Sp � g, reads:
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w	ðSp � gÞ ¼ 
 1
2
r	
ijðSp � gÞ � etrijðSp � gÞ: ð4Þ

In this relation, r	
ijðSp � gÞ (resp. etrijðSp � gÞ) expresses the

stress components in the medium reference frame (resp.

the transformation strain tensor) of the pth variant nu-
cleus for a b grain in orientation g. Sp is one among the
24 rotations of the BCC symmetry group. In fact, due to

specificity of the Burgers orientation relation Dg0, only
12 rotations of the BCC symmetry group are necessary

to define the 12 differently oriented variants. Thus p runs
from 1 to 12.

4.3. Model of the variant selection

The variant selection is assumed to be linked to the

elastic strain energy. Among all the potential variants

which can be inherited from a given b parent grain, only
those for which the elastic strain energies are the lowest,

are selected.

For a parent crystal in orientation g, the 12 elastic
strain energy densities w	ðSp � gÞ (p ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 12) cor-
responding to the 12 variants are calculated using Eq.

(4).

The elastic constants of the medium Cijkl are assumed

to be equal to those of the polycrystal. Because the

transformation starts at a great number of locations

dispersed in the material and whose orientations are

different, it is reasonable to think that in mean, the

elastic reaction of the material to the transformation

strain of variants with the same orientation, can be

calculated from the effective elastic behavior of the

sample. This will also integrate the interaction of the

nucleus which forms near the b=b grain boundary, ra-

ther to consider the elastic behavior of the single b grain.
The effective elastic constants of the polycrystal Cijkl are

generally well represented by the Hill elastic constants

CHill
ijkl calculated as in [12] from the texture and from the

elastic single crystal constants of BCC Zr at 1200 �K [13]

(Cb
1111 ¼ 1:08, Cb

1122 ¼ 0:93, Cb
1212 ¼ 0:38 in 105 MPa).
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The transformation strain etrijðSp � gÞ is replaced by the
homogeneous lattice strain eBijðSp � gÞ (Bain strain in

steels) as justified in [11] for Zr transformation. The

lattice transformation strain eBij which transforms the

BCC cubic cell to an HCP cell, according to the Burgers

orientation relation reads in the BCC reference frame

X ¼ 1ffiffi
2

p ; 1ffiffi
2

p ; 0
h i

; Y ¼ �1ffiffi
2

p ; 1ffiffi
2

p ; 0
h i

; Z ¼ ½0; 0; 1�
n o

:

½eBij� ¼

ca

ab

ffiffiffi
2

p 
 1 ffiffiffi
3

p
� aaffiffiffi

2
p

� ab


 1

aa

ab

 1

2
666664

3
777775

¼

0:1

0:1
0:0

" #
ð5Þ

with the cell parameters of Zr (ab ¼ 3:609 �A, aa ¼ 3:248
�A, ca ¼ 5:198 �A).
In order to make the calculations easier, nuclei X

were assumed as spherical. Moreover the calculations

were performed considering the elastic constants of the

nuclei C	
ijkl to be equal to the elastic constants Cb

ijkl of

parent phase (resp. Ca
ijkl of the inherited phase). The

simulation results, the closest to the experimental

observations and given in the next section, corresponded

to the use of Cb
ijkl. This would substantiate the fact that

the variant selection is related to the early stage of the

transformation, when the material is, still for a short

time, in BCC phase.

4.4. a Textures simulated with variant selection

Fig. 7 illustrates the elastic anisotropy (in the b
phase) of samples A and B by the Young modulus in the

plane (AD–RD) calculated from the Hill elastic con-

stants CHill
ijkl . The variations for sample B is less important

than for sample A. The difference of elastic anisotropy

between sample A and B could explain the difference in

variant selection severity.
D-RD

0 70 80 90

sample A
sample B

he plane AD–RD for samples A and B.
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As a matter of fact, Fig. 8 displays the elastic strain

energy densities of all the 12 variants for samples A and

B. One observes that it is comprised between 150.5 and

153.4 MJ/m3 for sample A with some differences

according to the variants. For sample B, the spread is
Fig. 9. {0 0.2} and {1 1.0} pole figures calculated wit
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less important (between 150.8 and 152.7 MJ/m3) and

more homogeneous whatever the variant.

In this paper, we considered that the selected variants

are those for which the elastic strain energy density is

less than a threshold of 152.0 MJ/m3. The orientation of
h variant selection for sample A and sample B.
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one selected variant is Dg0Sp:g and its weight is equal to
V1ðgÞ=Nv where V1ðgÞ ¼ f1ðgÞ  Dg is the parent b crys-
tal volume in orientation g and Nv the number of vari-
ants, selected according to the threshold value. Fig. 9

shows the calculated {0 0.2} and {1 1.0} pole figures

corresponding to sample A and sample B. The com-

parison between the experimental pole figures (Figs. 2

and 4) shows that the simulation of the variant selection

respects the general trends for both samples with a

stronger selection for sample A.

These results could be interpreted as follows:

Without an applied stress at heating, the b matrix

presents a relatively strong texture and its resulting

elastic anisotropy allows specific a variants to nucleate

preferentially on cooling, imposing the lowest strain

energy increase to the polycrystal. With an applied stress

on heating, the b texture is smoother and its elastic

anisotropy is reduced. Because the elastic behavior is less

anisotropic in this last case, the variant selection during

the b ! a transformation is less effective for similar

cooling conditions.
5. Conclusion

The a inherited microstructure and local texture of a
Zy-4 rod, heated to the b transus, in presence (or not) of
an axial tensile stress, was characterized with specific

crystal orientation maps. Without applied stress, the

inherited texture shows strong densities around the

Æ1 1.0ækAD fiber and a minor fiber component with the~c
axes at 35� from AD. Applying a stress up to 8.8 MPa at

heating, reduces the texture sharpness.

A specific processing of the a crystal orientation

maps was applied to distinguish on the maps, the col-

onies belonging to the same b grain and deduce from

their orientations, the parent grain orientations. This

information was useful to study the b ! a variant

selection. In fact, it clearly appears that the b grains

were mainly oriented around the Æ1 1 1ækAD fiber and

had preferentially transformed into different variants

belonging each to the Æ1 1.0ækAD fiber. The calculation

of the potential variants growing from such b grains
shows that without variant selection, one should ob-

serve 50% of a colonies belonging to the Æ1 1.0ækAD
fiber and 50% to a fiber component with the ~c axes at
35� from AD. The difference between this simulation

and the experimental observations reveals a variant

selection mechanism. Applying a stress at heating, re-

duces the b texture sharpness as well as the b ! a
variant selection.

The origin of the variant selection mechanism was

finally discussed and assumed to be related to the elastic

anisotropy of the b matrix. A variant selection model

was proposed in which the favored variants are those

imposing the lower elastic strain energy to the poly-

crystal. Applied to a b grain orientation belonging to the
Æ1 1 1ækAD fiber, the model allows to predict the variants

favored by the transformation.
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